
Archi Flow
Innovative Platform for Text-Based

3D Architectural Visualization
 



Introduction
Archi flow is a fusion of Natural Language and 3D Modeling.
Empower users to effortlessly create intricate architectural
designs through typing. Reshaping visualization and
customization of spaces.



Challenges
Making Ideas Real

Turning imaginative ideas into something tangible is often tough
across different fields.

Time, Efficiency, and Innovation

Balancing creative innovation with the time it takes to make things
happen can be a challenge



Our Vision
Empower novices and professionals to express architectural
ideas through text, materialized into immersive 3D models.

Broad customization, from foundational concepts to
intricate details, inspiring creativity and innovation



Text-to-3D Architectural Design
Innovation

Intuitive Interface: Simplifying design through user-centric text
input, democratizing architecture.
NLP Integration: Accurate user input interpretation, seamless
thought-to-visual transition.
Generative Design: AI-driven neural networks create intricate 3D
models from text, fostering creativity.
Empowering Creativity: Robust 3D engine enables exploration of
design concepts in a virtual realm.
3D Modeling Libraries: Stable, performance-enhancing integration
for seamless 3D geometry manipulation.



Roadmap

Enhancing Decision-
Making

AI suggests
designs, fostering
creativity
Encourages
thoughtful choices
and creativity

Virtual
Reality (VR)

Step into
immersive
designs.
Revolutionize
spatial perception

Overlay designs on
surroundings.
Concepts come to life
via mobile devices or
AR glasses.

Augmented
Reality (AR)



Business Values
Archiflow's commitment to democratizing
architecture

Empowerment of architects from
diverse backgrounds

Inclusivity, creativity, and
accessibility at the core



Market Size
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Winning The Market

Archiflow enters a thriving architecture and design market, ready to reshape
creativity with AI-driven innovation

In an architectural technology sector poised for exponential growth, Archiflow's AI
prowess positions it as a catalyst for industry transformation

Archiflow's platform spans the globe, empowering architects everywhere to
collaborate and shape the future of design

Strategic collaborations propel Archiflow's influence, ensuring a robust market
presence as we pioneer a new age of architectural ingenuity



BUSINESS INSIGHT

Unleash Your Creativity Growing Wisely Designs Just for You

Archiflow's insights help you
expand your business in a smart

and sustainable way,
responding to what the market

needs.
 
 
 

Archiflow's smart approach
helps you make better choices

using trends and patterns in
design.

Get designs that suit your
needs, using both your words
and smart design techniques



Archiflow reimagines architectural
visualization, uniting imagination and

technology for architects, designers, and
enthusiasts

Concluding with Vision and
Innovation



Thank You
Join Us in Shaping Tomorrow's 
 


